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links : mac app store as i said before for
chess players, there are tons of different
types of chess programs. though for both

new learners and experienced players there
is not just one app that can perfectly teach
you how to play chess. if you want to know
this this is the app that will do it well. you

can buy premium version for 29.99 and you
may be turned off about its price. however
its not just the teaching chess program its
got a strong rating engine included. this
program is for chess players as well as

students, kids or grand players.so if you are
looking for more serious chess programs
then this is the one for you. links : google

play store this is another chess app that can
become your best friend. this app shows all

the moves of the game that you are in. if you
are playing against an expert computer or
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human then the one with more pieces wins.
but if you are playing against another

beginner then you can see his moves and
use that to learn some tips or tricks. i love

this chess app because it shows all the
moves of the chessboard. it is really

convenient that you can see what move he
did before he made that move.this is a free

chess game but there is a free + paid version
that you can buy for 19.99. this is a beautiful
chess app that i'm glad i got to know.i also
found out that this is a great chess program

for my children too! why this appthis is a
great teaching chess program that will get
the best results without totally turning you

into a robotsimply put, this is one of my
favorite chess apps because it teaches chess
moves very well and has different levels that

can be accessed depending on your skill. i
would also say that this app is better than
the paid version or any other regular chess

programs!
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the paid version or any other regular chess
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